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Tweeter Technology - WideSphere™

Installation of high-end audio components in a car typically requires compromise 
due to the inconsistent nature of the environment. One issue in particular is tweeter 
placement. The ongoing struggle to find the correct balance between on-axis and off-
axis placement greatly defines the system’s ability to offer proper staging and imaging. 
The engineers at MB Quart recognized this issue and worked tirelessly on a solution 
that would offer predictable high-end performance in nearly any mounting location. The 
result is the artfully crafted WideSphere™ tweeter by MB Quart. Every WideSphere tweeter 
is designed to provide equal performance in both on-axis and off-axis configurations. In 
fact, the tweeter level and frequency response variations between on and off axis are 
only noticeable on the most expensive laboratory test equipment. The resulting benefit is 
a wide and deep sound stage with proper imaging placing you front row center of every 
selection you listen to.

Speaker Technology

Tweeters

Q-Series is a 40mm Teteron Silk Composite WideSphere™. The Q tweeter combines 
the exceptional dispersion and bandwidth technology of WideSphere™ with the smooth 
response of a Teteron treated silk dome. Premium Tweeter is a 40mm Titanium 
WideSphere™. Titanium WideSphere construction provides exceptional dispersion and a 
wide bandwidth. With a 40mm inverted dome the Premium is able to offer exceptional 
frequency response well beyond the limits of human hearing. Reference Tweeter is 
30mm Titanium WideSphere™. 30mm Titanium WideSphere inverted dome provides 
exceptional dispersion and a wide bandwidth with a bit more frequency extension than 
the Onyx tweeter. Onyx Tweeter is a 25mm Silk Dome. Treated silk provides the sound 
quality of a silk dome with the frequency response of metal composite materials. It’s light 
weight works great in lower power applications.

Midrange Technology  
For years, speakers were constructed of the most crude and basic materials available. The steel, foam and paper designs 
got the job done but advancements in technology required speakers that could expose the benefits of the improved 
electronics they were hooked up to. Early on, the MB Quart team recognized a need to develop better components in order 
to improve overall system performance. 

BASKETS 
The first major breakthrough was the use of an ABS composite speaker basket. MB Quart paved the way with this 
groundbreaking innovation. The ABS basket proved to be more durable than the metal materials used previously but the 
real benefit was the substantial increase in midbass frequencies produced from small drivers. The increased midbass 
provided a richer more full sound that brought the bass forward, substantially improving the systems sound stage. Since its 
original introduction, MB Quart has greatly improved the ABS basket designs through the addition of short strand fiberglass 
and nylon that further increase the rigidity of these innovative speaker baskets.

SURROUNDS
Speaker surrounds were also a concern as the standard foam materials readily available in the era quickly dried out and 
deteriorated. MB Quart tried several new materials before settling on a butyl rubber compound, another innovation from 
our engineers. This material proved to be more stable than foam and complemented the ABS basket nicely. Additional 
improvements over the years included a UV treatment to further increase reliability.

CONES 
Speaker cone technology proved to be much more difficult as paper cones provided exceptional sound quality especially 
when mated to the new composite baskets and butyl rubber surrounds. It took years to come up with the right material 
but the MB Quart engineering team finally found a proprietary blend of Polypropylene that offered the low weight benefits of 
paper but the rigidity of plastics. Additionally, the cone could be easily molded into any shape. This led the engineering team 
to experiment with many cone geometries. The curvilinear shape they settled on provided excellent off-axis performance 
gains without sacrificing low frequency performance. Q has a nomex PMI Composite. 

VOICE COILS & MAGNETS 

The innovation didn’t stop there. Voice coil construction and magnet density were all addressed to ensure that every MB 
Quart speaker offers predictable long-term performance. Most importantly, these speakers fit! Every MB Quart speaker is 
designed for OEM replacement in almost every car on the road today. 

Baskets

Q Series: Cast aluminum basket & curvilinear composite cone. Durable cast basket mated to high quality composite 
curvilinear cone for improved frequency response and deep midbass. Premium gets ABS basket & composite cone.
Durable ABS composite basket mated to composite curvilinear cone for improved frequency response, deep midbass 
impact. Reference gets ABS basket & IMPP cone. Durable ABS composite basket mated to injection-molded curvilinear 
cone for improved response and wide frequency range. Onyx gets ABS basket & thermal formed PP cone. Durable ABS 
composite basket mated to thermal formed cone for improved frequency response.

     Onyx      Reference  Premium    Q

     Onyx      Reference  Premium    Q



Model QS216
Size / Type 6.5" Component
Power Rating 80
Peak Power 170
Impedance 4-Ohm

Sensitivity (1 watt / 1 meter) 90dB

Frequency Response 35-32000Hz
Crossover Frequency 2000Hz
Crossover Slope (Octave) 12/24dB
Cut-Out Ø 5.59"
Chassis depth from flange 2.87"

Q Speakers

When only the best will do, MB Quart offers the world renowned ‘Q’ Speakers. The Q216 offers 
the highest standard sound experience through innovative materials and superior workmanship 
that have no equal in the industry. The mid-bass woofer is made from Nomex PMI composite 
material designed to be both light in weight and rigid. This unique combination allows for a flat linear 
response and incredible low frequency reproduction with high sensitivity.

The Q216 touts a 40mm WideSphere Teteron silk dome tweeter allowing flawless reproduction of 
sound and improved durability. The high definition crossovers offer advanced “Q Control” for the 
tweeter and midrange with variable points of attenuation. To complete the package of superior 
performance, the Q crossovers feature MB Quart Balanced Temperature Control Technology. This 
technology ensures the highest quality sound, even through lengthy periods of high power listening.

6.5” Nomex PMI
Composite material
designed to be both light
in weight and rigid

The Q Crossover features
5dB of both tweeter and
mid bass rotary control
attenuation and balanced 
temperature technology.

WideSphere 40mm
Teteron Silk Composite
material that allows for
flawless reproduction of
frequencies found in silk
tweeters and improved
durability



Model PVM216 PVM116
Size / Type 6.5" Component 6.5" Coax
Power Rating 75 75
Peak Power 150 150
Impedance 4-Ohm 4-Ohm
Sensitivity (1 watt / 1 meter) 89dB 89dB
Frequency Response 38-32000Hz 38-32000Hz
Crossover Frequency 2900Hz 2900Hz
Crossover Slope (Octave) 6/12dB 6/12dB
Cut-Out Ø 5.59" 5.59"
Chassis depth from flange 2.63" 2.63"

Premium Speakers

40mm Titanium
WideSphere tweeter

Composite
speaker cone

ABS composite
basket

Spring loaded
terminal

Heat exchanging
voice coil collar

Aluminum
phase plug



Reference Speakers

Model RKM113 RKM116 RKM168 RKM169 RCM213 RCM216

Size / Type 5.25" Coax 6.5" Coax 6 x 8" 
Coax

6 x 9" 
Coax

5.25" 
Component

6.5" 
Component

Power Rating 40 55 55 65 45 60
Peak Power 80 110 110 130 90 120
Impedance 4-Ohm 4-Ohm 4-Ohm 4-Ohm 4-Ohm 4-Ohm
Sensitivity 
(1 watt / 1 meter) 88dB 88dB 89dB 89dB 87dB 87dB

Frequency 
Response

50-
32000Hz

50-
32000Hz

50-
32000Hz

40-
32000Hz 50-32000Hz 50-

32000Hz
Crossover 
Frequency 3200Hz 3200Hz 3200Hz 3200Hz 3200Hz 3200Hz

Crossover Slope 
(Octave) 6/12dB 6/12dB 6/12dB 6/12dB 6/12dB 6/12dB

Cut-Out Ø 4.48" 5.59" 4.99" x 
7.09"

5.85" x 
8.69" 4.48" 5.59"

Chassis depth 
from flange 2.36" 2.56" 2.45" 3.13" 2.36" 2.56"

30mm Titanium
WideSphere tweeter

Accenting voice
coil collar

ABS phase plug

IMPP speaker cone

ABS composite basket

Spring loaded terminal



Onyx Speakers

Model OKC116 OKC168 OKC169 OKC213 OKC216

Size / Type 6.5" Coax 6 x 8" Coax 6 x 9" Coax 5.25"
Component 6.5" Component

Power Rating 40 40 50 40 45
Peak Power 80 80 100 80 90
Impedance 4-Ohm 4-Ohm 4-Ohm 4-Ohm 4-Ohm
Sensitivity 
(1 watt / 1 meter) 89dB 89dB 90dB 88dB 88dB

Frequency 
Response 55-32000Hz 55-32000Hz 45-32000Hz 55-32000Hz 55-32000Hz

Crossover 
Frequency 4500Hz 4500Hz 4500Hz 4500Hz 4500Hz

Crossover Slope 
(Octave) 6/12dB 6/12dB 6/12dB 6/12dB 6/12dB

Cut-Out Ø 5.59" 4.99" x 7.09" 5.85" x 8.69" 4.48" 5.59"
Chassis depth 
from flange 2.4" 2.3" 3.05" 2" 2.4"

25mm Teteron silk 
dome tweeter

ABS composite
basket

Phase plug dust cap 

12db hi-pass
crossover

High-performance
at entry price points

Thermal formed
polypropylene
speaker cone



Subwoofer Technology

MB Quart has long been recognized as a leading manufacturer of 
premium full-range speakers. The innovative subwoofer offerings 
from MB Quart have never been given the credit they’ve deserved. That 
is all about to change with the introduction of three new series of MB 
Quart subwoofers. The product development and engineering teams 
at MB Quart have worked overtime to design a line of subwoofers 
that are worthy of the MB Quart brand and a perfect match to the 
speakers offered in the MB Quart family.

Subwoofer Technology

BASKETS 

The cornerstone for the new subwoofer line is the use of an extra-
deep drawn high-density steel frame. This unique stamping process 
provides all of the appearance and performance benefits of cast 
baskets but without the cost and weight. This allows the designers 
to invest in other areas of the subwoofer like the cone and motor 
structure. You will agree these new baskets are work of engineering-
art!

SUSPENSION

The suspension of the subwoofer controls the linear motion and 
provides the restorative force of the subwoofer. The Premium and 
Reference subwoofers use an ultra-violet treated butyl rubber surround 
with a dual balanced wave spider system. The Onyx subwoofers use 
a rubber surround with a single spider design. These two suspension 
elements combine to provide MB Quart subwoofers with incredible 
control under any load, small or large 

CONES 

Cone technology has also improved for 2013 with a clear distinction 
in technology between the three different series of subwoofers. 
Premium subwoofers are constructed from a unique red woven glass 
fiber composite. The lightweight skeleton cone structure is mated to 
a black inverted woven fiber cone strengthening dust cap. Reference 
subwoofers utilize a similar design but with a more cost-effective 
thermal formed polypropylene in place of the glass fiber. The entry-
level Onyx subwoofer cones are constructed from durable injection 
molded polypropylene. 

      Onyx Reference Premium       Onyx Reference Premium 



Two tone woven glass fiber
cone and dust cap

2.5” high-temp voice coil

Dual mirror image treated
spiders

Deep drawn heavy gauge
stamped steel basket

Heavy duty textured powder
coat finish

Fuse Protected Selectable 
Parallel/Series impedance 
terminal 

Premium Subwoofer

Model PWM304
Size 12"
Power handling     RMS 500

MAXX 1000
Voice Coil Diameter 2.5"
Impedance Dual 4-Ohm
Cut-Out Ø 10.94"
Chassis depth from flange 6.68"



Thermal formed
polypropylene cone

2” high-temp voice coil

Heavy duty textured 
powder coat finish

Deep drawn heavy gauge
stamped steel basket

Dual mirror image treated
spiders

Spring loaded terminals

Reference Subwoofers

Model RWM254 RWM252 RWM304 RWM302 RLP204 RLP254 RLP304
Size 10" 10" 12" 12" 8" 10" 12"
Power handling     RMS 350 350 350 350 200 300 300

MAXX 700 700 700 700 400 600 600
Voice Coil Diameter 2" 2" 2" 2" 2" 2.5" 3"

Impedance Dual 
4-Ohm

Dual 
2-Ohm

Dual 
4-Ohm

Dual 
2-Ohm

Dual 
4-Ohm

Dual 
4-Ohm

Dual 
4-Ohm

Cut-Out Ø 8.98" 8.98" 10.94" 10.94" 7.17" 9.06" 10.62"
Chassis depth 
from flange 4.83" 4.83" 5.54" 5.54" 2.77" 2.93" 3"

Reference
Low Profile
Subwoofer



Onyx Subwoofers

Model OWC254 OWC304

Size 10" 12"

Power handling     RMS 175 175
MAXX 350 350

Voice Coil Diameter 1.5" 1.5"
Impedance Dual 4-Ohm Dual 4-Ohm
Cut-Out Ø 8.98" 10.94"

Chassis depth from flange 4.67" 5.49"

Thermal formed
polypropylene cone

1.5” high-temp voice 
coil

Deep drawn heavy
gauge stamped steel
basket

Heavy duty textured
powder coat finish

Red treated spiders

Spring loaded
  terminals



MB Quart delivers WideSphere™   technology in speakers for wide off-axis critical listening 
and innovative materials and designs for subwoofers, all that remains for the perfectly 
balanced MB Quart system is the amplifier matched with a MAXXLINK amplifier kit.  
MB Quart offers four lines of amplifiers to assure that system design, power requirements 
and installation flexibility options will match up perfectly to your system. 

Q-Stasis Pre Amplifier Stage – Q-Stasis circuitry rejects noise and assures that clean 
signal is introduced into the amplifier circuitry. The signal that comes into the amplifier 
from the source unit can vary widely and depending on the length of the RCA cable, 
there is a nearly certain chance of noise being injected into that signal wire. Signal from a 
head unit can be as low as 2 volts and as high as  8 volts. It is critical that an amplifier be 
able to balance this input signal without allowing noise into the circuit. The Q-Stasis Pre 
Amplifier Stage keeps the signal in balanced and quiet and ready for the amplification 
circuit.  

Amplifier Technology

Class Q1 & MYKRO - Most enthusiasts are familiar with the high efficiency of digital 
amplifiers. A digital amplifier is very efficient, meaning it can make large amounts 
of output wattage with minimal current draw (from the battery) MB Quart offers 
two styles. Class Q1 mono amplifiers featured throughout the line and the new 
MYKRO full range Class D. 

FLUID-FETS – Imagine the smoothness of water. This is the smooth sounding 
imagery that MB Quart engineers have achieved with FLUID-FETS. All MB Quart 
amplifiers use a MOSFET circuitry that removes the harshness of the MOSFET 
circuit maximizing power efficiency while improving sound quality. 

Reference
Q-Stasis Pre Amplifier Stage, FLUID-FETS, Class SQ, Class Q1 with top mounted controls for easy 
access during installation   

Reference MYKRO 
Q-Stasis Pre Amplifier Stage, FLUID-FETS, Class SQ, Full Range  Class D with a very small footprint.

ONYX 
Q-Stasis Pre Amplifier Stage, FLUID-FETS, Class SQ. Available in 2, 4, 5 and mono configurations. 

Nautic 
All designs conform to the American Boat and Yacht Coucil (ABYC) marine electronics standards. 
Q-Stasis Pre Amplifier Stage, FLUID-FETS, Class SQ. Available in 2, 4, 5, and 6 channel configurations.  

Class SQ– The finest amplifiers for home audio are Class A. Small power, while 
pure, a 25 watt Class A amplifier for the home can easily cost $5,000. Most car 
audio amplifiers are designed as Class A/B. This is great for mobile audio because 
it can produce good power for a lot less money. The MB Quart engineers use 
Class SQ. Similar to a Class A/B design, but, the Class SQ is specifically designed 
for the sound quality demands of the MB Quart enthusiast by adding just a small 
amount of biased current through all output transistors at all times. This means 
that the circuit is always on or passing current and dramatically reduces cross-
talk noise and distortions.  

      Reference Reference MYKRO       Onyx Nautic 



Reference Amplifiers

The MB Quart engineers designed the Reference line of amplifiers for one reason. 
Give enthusiasts the best sound amplifier available for a critical listening audio system. 
With a mix of sound quality Class SQ designs and power mono amplifiers that utilize 
the high efficiency digital designs of Class Q1 Reference will be a perfect choice for a 
system that shares the goals of the engineers. Design the best.  

Reference Features: 
· Q-Stasis Pre Amplifier Stage
· FLUID-FETS
· Class SQ
· Class Q1
· Top mounted controls
· 4/2 Ohm Stable, Black Military Grade PCB
· Multi-Channel 5/4/3/2 Channel Configurations
· Black Reference Heat Sink Design with Illuminated
MB  Quart

· Variable Low Pass, High Pass, and Level Control
· RCA Inputs and Outputs
· Built-In System Diagnostics

Class Q1 Mono Features: 
· High Efficiency Digital D-Class Technology Mono Blocks
· 4/2/1 Ohm Stable, Black Military Grade PCB
· Bass EQ with 45 Hz Bass Boost
· Black Onyx Heat Sink Design with Illuminated MB Quart
· logo
· Variable Low Pass, Subsonic Filter
· Bass Remote Included
· RCA Inputs and Outputs
· Built-In System Diagnostics

Model RA320.2 RA400.2 RA480.4 RA640.4
1-Ohm n/a n/a n/a n/a
2-Ohms 2 x 160 2 x 200 4 x 120 4 x 160
4-Ohms 2 x 80 2 x 100 4 x 60 4 x 80
Mono Bridged 
@ 4-Ohms 1 x 320 1 x 400 2 x 240 2 x 320

Dimensions 
L x W x H (inches) 10 x 8.27 x 2.4 11.18 x 8.27 x 2.4 13.94 x 8.27 x 2.4 15.51 x 8.27 x 2.4

Model RA1000.4 RA1000.1 RA1500.1 RA2000.1
1-Ohm n/a 1 x 1000 1 x 1500 1 x 2000
2-Ohms 4 x 250 1 x 750 1 x 1000 1 x 1300
4-Ohms 4 x 125 1 x 475 1 x 500 1 x 650
Mono Bridged
@ 4-Ohms 2 x 500 n/a n/a n/a

Dimensions
L x W x H (inches) 21.02 x 8.27 x 2.4 15.51 x 8.27 x 2.4 17.09 x 8.27 x 2.4 21.81 x 8.27 x 2.4

Top Mounted Controls



Reference MYKRO Amplifiers

Model RM440.4 RM740.5 RM1000.1
1-Ohm n/a n/a 1 x 1000
2-Ohms 4 x 110 4 x 110 + 1 x 300 1 x 700
4-Ohms 4 x 75 4 x 75 + 1 x 200 1 x 400
Mono Bridged
@ 4-Ohms 2 x 220 2 x 220 n/a

Dimensions
L x W x H (inches) 7.09 x 6.5 x 1.97 10.24 x 6.5 x 1.97 10.24 x 6.5 x 1.97

Brand new from the MB Quart engineers is the Reference MYKRO. All the great technology from the 
MB Quart amplifiers with specific technology that allows us to develop a compact size that is highly 
efficient with very low heat output. These characteristics make the MYKRO Class D design perfect for 
systems that require big power in a smaller space. MYKRO is available in a 4 and 5 channel plus a 
mono configuration.  

Reference MYKRO Features: 
· Q-Stasis Pre Amplifier Stage
· FLUID-FETS
· Hybrid Class D full range design
· High frequency power supply design
· Double sided PCB with automated

surface mount
· Ultra Low ESR high capacity power

supply storage bank
· Extruded Aluminum heatsink design
· Nickel Plated RCA Terminals
· Discrete Subwoofer output channels
· Block type terminal connections
· Embedded protection circuits including:
 Thermal

Current limit
Rollback DC offset
Reverse polarity

 Overvoltage



Onyx Amplifiers

Model OA240.2 OA400.4 OA600.4 OA800.4 OA1100.5 OA500.1 OA750.1 OA1000.1

1-Ohm n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 1 x 750 1 x 1000

2-Ohms 2 x 120 4 x 100 4 x 150 4 x 200 4 x 150 + 
1 x 500 1 x 500 1 x 600 1 x 750

4-Ohms 2 x 60 4 x 50 4 x 75 4 x 100 4 x 75 + 1 
x 350 1 x 250 1 x 350 1 x 475

Mono Bridged
@ 4-Ohms 1 x 240 2 x 200 2 x 300 2 x 400 2 x 300 n/a n/a n/a

Dimensions
L x W x H (inches)

6.3 x 
9.45 x 
2.23

10.24 x 
9.45 x 
2.23

11.02 x 
9.45 x 
2.23

14.17 x 
9.45 x 
2.23

15.98 x 
9.45 x 
2.23

11.81 x 
9.45 x 
2.23

15.75 x 
9.45 x 
2.23

17.72 x
9.45 x 
2.23

Class Q1 Mono Features: 
High Efficiency Digital D-Class Technology 
Mono Blocks
4/2/1 Ohm Stable, Black Military Grade PCB
Bass EQ with 45 Hz Bass Boost
Black Onyx Heat Sink Design with Illuminated 
MB Quart logo
Variable Low Pass, Subsonic Filter
Bass Remote Included
RCA Inputs and Outputs
Built-In System Diagnostics

Onyx Features: 
Q-Stasis Pre Amplifier Stage
FLUID-FETS
Class SQ class circuitry  
4/2 Ohm Stable, Black Military Grade 
PCB
Multi-Channel 5/4/3/2 Channel 
Configurations
Black Onyx Heat Sink Design with 
Illuminated MB Quart
Variable Low Pass, High Pass, and Level 
Control
RCA Inputs and Outputs
Built-In System Diagnostics



Nautic GMR-1

Introducing the GMR-1, MB Quart’s Bluetooth™ source unit for the Power Sports 
enthusiast. Designed small for boats and ATV’s the GMR-1 is full of features that make 
it the perfect selection for anyone that needs music, no matter how small the vehicle.  

Marine & Powersports Bluetooth Source Unit Features 
• AM/FM	Radio
• 180	watts	Maxx	Power
• Pre	Amplifier	Outputs
• Gauge	Mount
• LCD	Display

MB Quart Bluetooth™ Connect Features 
• Bluetooth™
• USB	Input
• Auxiliary	RCA	Input

The GMR-1 delivers 160 
watts from 4 channels, plus 
USB input with 3’ extension 
cable included. The unit 
uses very little power and 
connects with a standard 
12VDC connection.

The GMR-1 has been 
extensively tested for all 
environments for splash, 
dust and adult beverage 
protection. ASTM 117 
(salt/fog standard) and 
Waterproof (IP-66 standard)

MB Quart’s Bluetooth 
Connect allows music 
to be streamed from 
handheld devices via 
Bluetooth™. The GMR-1 
also includes USB and 
Aux inputs. 

Specifications 

Amplifier Power: 160 watts peak power (4 channels x 40 watts)
Mounting Depth:  2 3/8” (6.033cm) not including wires
Total Depth: 2 7/8” (7.303cm) including wires and mounting screws 
Cutout diameter:  3 1/8” (7.938cm) 
Overall diameter:  4 1/8” (10.478cm)  
1 Year Warranty

Includes all mounting hardware, gasket, bracket, USB Extension cable, RCA to stereo cable and installation instructions



Nautic Amplifiers

Nautic Amplifiers Features:
· Q-Stasis Pre Amplifier Stage
· FLUID-FETS
· Class SQ
· 24dB Subsonic crossover
· Edge lit MB QUART logo
· Gold-plated power, ground, speaker and RCA corrosion resistant connections
· UV and salt water resistant paint, silk screen and heat sink
· Wide-Range crossovers including High Pass, Low Pass and Full Pass
· Adjustable Bass EQ
· Built-in diagnostics with visual indicators
· 4- and 2-Ohm stereo stable design with 4-Ohm bridging capabilities
· corrosive brushed aluminum extrusion
· Conformal coated circuit boards resists corrosion from salt spray and moisture
· Non-corrosive aluminum heat sink

Nautic amplifiers are not automotive amplifiers. They are purposely built to very strict 
standards set forth by both the American Boat and Yacht Council (ABYC) marine 
electronics standards  and the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). 
The marine environment, whether sea, brackish or fresh water is a brutal place for 
amplifiers, speakers and subwoofers. The MB Quart Nautic series is the perfect 
choice for your boat, wave runner or river float.   

Model NA180.2 NA360.4 NA710.5 NA540.6

1-Ohm n/a n/a n/a n/a

2-Ohms 2 x 90 4 x 90 4 x 90 + 1 x 350 6 x 90

4-Ohms 2 x 60 4 x 60 4 x 60 + 1 x 200 6 x 60

Mono Bridged @ 4-Ohms 1 x 180 2 x 180 2 x 180 3 x 180



Nautic Speakers & Subwoofers

Speakers & Subwoofers Features:
· Baskets and grilles are made of UV-resistant Fiber-reinforced ABS plastic
· Insert injection-molded magnet systems for optimized protection against humidity

and mechanical influences
· Nautic subwoofers and cones use only polypropylenes cones to resist the elements
· Titanium dome .75” and 1” tweeters
· Crossovers utilize a special protective sealing lacquer and gold plated terminals to

resist corrosion
· Voice coils are protected against direct water spray
· Sealed solder joints
· Stainless steel V4A mounting screws included
· New Shallow Mount woofer has maxximum mounting depth of 3”

The 10” (NLP254S)
Nautic woofer has
maxximum mounting
depth of 3”

All connectors are treated
to handle the elements.

Voice coil assemblies are
sealed against the
elements

Spiders are resin coated

Nautic features .75” and
1” Titanium dome tweeters

Model NKF116 NKF692

Size / Type 6.5" Coaxial 6 x 9"

Power Rating 50 60

Peak Power 100 130

Impedance 4-Ohms 4-Ohms

Sensitivity (1 watt / 1 meter) 86dB 86dB

Frequency Response 65-25000Hz 50-25000Hz

Cut-Out Ø 5.63" 5.83" x 8.5"

Chassis depth from flange 2.48" 3.23"

Model NWF254 NLP254S

Size 10" 10" Low
Profile

Power handling     RMS 200 300

MAXX 400 600

Impedance SVC 
4-Ohms

SVC 
4-Ohms

Cut-Out Ø 9.33" 9.05"

Chassis depth from 
flange 4.84" 2.83"



Your new MB Quart system is only as strong as its weakest link. That’s why MB Quart recommends 
MAXXLINK installation accessories. MAXXLINK accessories are specifically engineered for MB 
Quart amps and speakers. Using MAXXLINK accessories will ensure optimum performance from 
your system. We’re so confident that we’ll even increase your MB Quart amplifier warranty when 
hooked up to a qualifying MAXXLINK amplifier installation kit. 

From battery to bumper, MAXXLINK has you covered with a full line of accessories including…

Amplifier Installation Kits: Three levels of product that cover nearly every application and price 
point and all are BC-5W2 marine compliant 

RCA Signal Cables: Three levels of RCA cables that offer class leading noise isolation and cutting-
edge construction.

Power & Ground Distribution Products: From battery terminals, to fuse holders and distribution 
blocks, MAXXLINK utilizes only pure non-recycled brass to let the power flow!

Line Output Converters: Three levels of line output converters with two to six channels of input 
and output that cover nearly any input power range or application imaginable. 

HYPERcharge Capacitors: Every amplifier can use more power and MAXXLINK gives you six 
different choices that cover applications from 1,000 to 10,000 watts!

HYPERmat Sound Deadener: MAXXLINK’s install-ready flat-packed sound deadener uses a 
proprietary butyl based compound fused to an aluminum heat shield. Check out the car kit for a 
pre-cut complete car solution.

Bulk Spooled Wire: Based on the same wire found in MAXXLINK amp kits, bulk wire is available in 
a variety of lengths and gauges to cover nearly any application.

RCA Cables

QUADRAtwist
Featured in V3 amplifier kits and in our best RCA signal ca-
bles. The best way to reject unwanted engine noise is to 
twist your conductor and shield. QUADRAtwist takes this to 
the next level by twisting both the right and left RCAs to add 
another dimension of noise rejection.

DUOtwist
Rejecting noise in two conductor cables requires that the 
conductor and shield be twisted together. All MAXXLINK 
DUOtwist cables use a proprietary right-angle twist to offer 
the highest level of rejection available in its category.

UNItwist
V1 signal cables employ a coaxial design but it’s not your stan-
dard coaxial cable. The center conductor is not a solid strand 
but it has many precision woven tinned copper strands that 
offers improved flexibility. While it may be inexpensive, it takes 
sound quality and noise rejection very seriously.

V3

V2

V1

Line Output Converters

INSTALLATION FLEXIBILITY
MAXXLINK offers several LOC choices, the demand for the 
VLOC-6V3 since its introduction has been insane. The VLOC-
6V3 is a high-end six channel line output converter that will 
handle nearly an unlimited amount of voltage input. With 
built in signal sense turn-on the system will not bump and 
tick, regardless of power. Plus, summing and blending allow 
full control of a full range signal. The VLOC-6V3 also gives 
the additional flexibility of a line driver feature to allow signal 
boost to the amplifiers which permits the system to be prop-
erly attenuated. Once installed, the VLOC-6V3 unit allows all 
the system controls  to operate as stock.

Also in the Line Output Converter mix are the VLOC-2V3 and 
VLOC-4V3, two and four channel LOC’s that also offer the 
same signal sense turn-on technology allowing installations 
to be perfectly quiet of turn on bumps and thumps. LOC’s 
are also available in 35 and 50 watt versions. Lastly, there 
is also a ground loop isolator available from MAXXLINK to 
eliminate RCA induced noise in the system. Great music 
in the car starts with silence and then great signal control. 
MAXXLINK LOC’s keep it quiet and give you control.

MBQUART SPEAKERS SPEAKER SYSTEM

http://www.carid.com/mb-quart/
http://www.carid.com/speakers.html



